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Everything You Need to Know About 5G
Millimeter waves, massive MIMO, full duplex, beamforming, and small cells are
just a few of the technologies that could enable ultrafast 5G networks
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By Amy Nordrum, Kristen Clark and IEEE Spectrum Staff

Today’s mobile users want faster data speeds and more reliable service. The next generation of
wireless networks—5G—promises to deliver that, and much more. With 5G, users should be able
to download a high-definition film in under a second (a task that could take 10 minutes on 4G
LTE). And wireless engineers say these networks will boost the development of other new
technologies, too, such as autonomous vehicles, virtual reality, and the Internet of Things.
If all goes well, telecommunications companies hope to debut the first commercial 5G networks in
the early 2020s. Right now, though, 5G is still in the planning stages, and companies and industry
groups are working together to figure out exactly what it will be. But they all agree on one matter:
As the number of mobile users and their demand for data rises, 5G must handle far more traffic at
much higher speeds than the base stations that make up today’s cellular networks.
To achieve this, wireless engineers are designing a suite of brand-new technologies. Together, these technologies will
deliver data with less than a millisecond of delay (compared to about 70 ms on today’s 4G networks) and bring peak
download speeds of 20 gigabits per second (compared to 1 Gb/s on 4G) to users.
At the moment, it’s not yet clear which technologies will do the most for 5G in the long run, but a few early favorites
have emerged. The front-runners include millimeter waves, small cells, massive MIMO, full duplex, and beamforming.
To understand how 5G will differ from today’s 4G networks, it’s helpful to walk through these five technologies and
consider what each will mean for wireless users.

Millimeter Waves
Today’s wireless networks have run into a problem: More people and devices are consuming more
data than ever before, but it remains crammed on the same bands of the radio-frequency
spectrum that mobile providers have always used. That means less bandwidth for everyone,
causing slower service and more dropped connections.
One way to get around that problem is to simply transmit signals on a whole new swath of the
spectrum, one that’s never been used for mobile service before. That’s why providers are experimenting with
broadcasting on millimeter waves, which use higher frequencies than the radio waves that have long been used for
mobile phones.
Millimeter waves are broadcast at frequencies between 30 and 300 gigahertz, compared to the bands below 6 GHz
that were used for mobile devices in the past. They are called millimeter waves because they vary in length from 1 to 10
mm, compared to the radio waves that serve today’s smartphones, which measure tens of centimeters in length.
Until now, only operators of satellites and radar systems used millimeter waves for real-world applications. Now,
some cellular providers have begun to use them to send data between stationary points, such as two base stations. But
using millimeter waves to connect mobile users with a nearby base station is an entirely new approach.
There is one major drawback to millimeter waves, though—they can’t easily travel through buildings or obstacles and
they can be absorbed by foliage and rain. That’s why 5G networks will likely augment traditional cellular towers with
another new technology, called small cells.

Small Cells
Small cells are portable miniature base stations that require minimal power to operate and can be
placed every 250 meters or so throughout cities. To prevent signals from being dropped, carriers
could install thousands of these stations in a city to form a dense network that acts like a relay
team, receiving signals from other base stations and sending data to users at any location.
While traditional cell networks have also come to rely on an increasing number of base stations,
achieving 5G performance will require an even greater infrastructure. Luckily, antennas on small cells can be much
smaller than traditional antennas if they are transmitting tiny millimeter waves. This size difference makes it even
easier to stick cells on light poles and atop buildings.
This radically different network structure should provide more targeted and efficient use of spectrum. Having more
stations means the frequencies that one station uses to connect with devices in one area can be reused by another
station in a different area to serve another customer. There is a problem, though—the sheer number of small cells
required to build a 5G network may make it hard to set up in rural areas.
In addition to broadcasting over millimeter waves, 5G base stations will also have many more antennas than the base
stations of today’s cellular networks—to take advantage of another new technology: massive MIMO.

Massive MIMO
Today’s 4G base stations have a dozen ports for antennas that handle all cellular traffic: eight for
transmitters and four for receivers. But 5G base stations can support about a hundred ports,
which means many more antennas can fit on a single array. That capability means a base station
could send and receive signals from many more users at once, increasing the capacity of mobile
networks by a factor of 22 or greater.
This technology is called massive MIMO. It all starts with MIMO, which stands for multiple-input multiple-output.
MIMO describes wireless systems that use two or more transmitters and receivers to send and receive more data at
once. Massive MIMO takes this concept to a new level by featuring dozens of antennas on a single array.
MIMO is already found on some 4G base stations. But so far, massive MIMO has only been tested in labs and a few
field trials. In early tests, it has set new records for spectrum efficiency, which is a measure of how many bits of data
can be transmitted to a certain number of users per second.
Massive MIMO looks very promising for the future of 5G. However, installing so many more antennas to handle
cellular traffic also causes more interference if those signals cross. That’s why 5G stations must incorporate
beamforming.

Beamforming
Beamforming is a traffic-signaling system for cellular base stations that identifies the most
efficient data-delivery route to a particular user, and it reduces interference for nearby users in the
process. Depending on the situation and the technology, there are several ways for 5G networks to
implement it.
Beamforming can help massive MIMO arrays make more efficient use of the spectrum around
them. The primary challenge for massive MIMO is to reduce interference while transmitting more information from
many more antennas at once. At massive MIMO base stations, signal-processing algorithms plot the best transmission
route through the air to each user. Then they can send individual data packets in many different directions, bouncing
them off buildings and other objects in a precisely coordinated pattern. By choreographing the packets’ movements
and arrival time, beamforming allows many users and antennas on a massive MIMO array to exchange much more
information at once.
For millimeter waves, beamforming is primarily used to address a different set of problems: Cellular signals are easily
blocked by objects and tend to weaken over long distances. In this case, beamforming can help by focusing a signal in
a concentrated beam that points only in the direction of a user, rather than broadcasting in many directions at once.
This approach can strengthen the signal’s chances of arriving intact and reduce interference for everyone else.
Besides boosting data rates by broadcasting over millimeter waves and beefing up spectrum efficiency with massive
MIMO, wireless engineers are also trying to achieve the high throughput and low latency required for 5G through a
technology called full duplex, which modifies the way antennas deliver and receive data.

Full Duplex
Today's base stations and cellphones rely on transceivers that must take turns if transmitting and
receiving information over the same frequency, or operate on different frequencies if a user wishes
to transmit and receive information at the same time.
With 5G, a transceiver will be able to transmit and receive data at the same time, on the same
frequency. This technology is known as full duplex, and it could double the capacity of wireless
networks at their most fundamental physical layer: Picture two people talking at the same time but still able to
understand one another—which means their conversation could take half as long and their next discussion could start
sooner.
Some militaries already use full duplex technology that relies on bulky equipment. To achieve full duplex in personal
devices, researchers must design a circuit that can route incoming and outgoing signals so they don’t collide while an
antenna is transmitting and receiving data at the same time.
This is especially hard because of the tendency of radio waves to travel both forward and backward on the same
frequency—a principle known as reciprocity. But recently, experts have assembled silicon transistors that act like highspeed switches to halt the backward roll of these waves, enabling them to transmit and receive signals on the same
frequency at once.
One drawback to full duplex is that it also creates more signal interference, through a pesky echo. When a transmitter
emits a signal, that signal is much closer to the device’s antenna and therefore more powerful than any signal it
receives. Expecting an antenna to both speak and listen at the same time is possible only with special echo-canceling
technology.
With these and other 5G technologies, engineers hope to build the wireless network that future smartphone users, VR
gamers, and autonomous cars will rely on every day. Already, researchers and companies have set high expectations
for 5G by promising ultralow latency and record-breaking data speeds for consumers. If they can solve the remaining
challenges, and figure out how to make all these systems work together, ultrafast 5G service could reach consumers in
the next five years.
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Bob Frankston • a year ago

The idea of solving application problems inside a "5G network" runs counter to the concept of the Internet as I explain in
http://rmf.vc/5GvsInternet. So what if a single hop radio has high performance -- we can't make any promises beyond that point
unless we have a provider that owns the entire path. That's in conflict with the idea of best efforts connectivity and solving
problems at the end points.
6 △ ▽ • Share ›
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Son of Rome • a year ago

nnEMF cooks human mitochondria, and is incredibly damaging to the human brain. this technology will be our demise, do not be
fooled.
55 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Diane H > Son of Rome • a year ago

agreed.
11 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Cindy Sage • a year ago

Lauding this author for an article that is silent on wireless health impacts seriously undermines our confidence in what IEEE
Spectrum chooses to print. An engineering perspective is not enough. When IEEE begins to include experts with research
experience in health consequences of low-intensity, chronic effects of radiofrequency radiation, from cell phone frequencies up
through the millimeter wave frequencies, the conversation will have meaning.
New public safety limits taking into account non-thermal, low-intensity effects of chronic exposure to 900 MHz to the low GHz
frequencies are vitally needed but the FCC has failed to complete this step. There is no basis for the FCC
to make a positive assertion of safety of existing RF levels to which the public is perpetually exposed. Certainly
unaddressed health concerns should stop the FCC from expediting new wireless technologies facilitating new small cell siting and
satellite RF sources. The existing FCC public safety limits are grossly inadequate to protect public health from the body burden of
the existing proliferation of RF-emitting devices and the wireless infrastructure supporting them, let alone from new RF sources that
will make the situation worse for public health. There is a broad consensus among health researchers who actually study RF/MW
that new, biologically-based public safety limits for chronic exposure are warranted, given the scientific and public health evidence
for health risks
from low-intensity radiofrequency radiation exposures from wireless technology applications (BioInitiative 2007 and 2012 Reports,
accessed at www.bioinitiative.org).
19 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
paradisedweller • a year ago

I heard the early formal presentation of G5. The presenter refused to take questions re health or to allow people with information in
that arena to speak. It was a clear indication of the march of technology which we have no ability to refuse. Scary stuff. What are we
going to do with all this speeded up info? So far it has produced an ability to see the greed and single focus that elected Trump and
how it looks with no safe guards in our systems. G5 ramps it up.
11 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
MM59 • a year ago

Too funny.
"Millimeter waves tend to be absorbed by trees and rain" - are humans exempt?
Is it the position of IEEE that humans can absorbed unlimited RF radiation with no consequences and if yes, can you do a video or
article citing your study results that support that claim?
11 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Armchair Hydrogeologist > MM59 • a year ago

Will these technologies increase your exposure? You're assuming that they will. I don't think they will. You're already exposed
by your cell phone held right up to your head. mm Waves don't penetrate deep into your body like microwaves do and all the
proposed systems are low power. Also "small cells" will make your cell phone up to your head have a lower path loss which
means it won't transmit as much power into your brain. I know a lot about RF and I think the new tech will not really increase
your exposure.
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Steve • a year ago

So we are rushing to introduce new man made RF frequencies into the environment without performing any biological studies to
see what effects we are likely to see. We are blinded by the opportunities to improve data transmission speeds without
understanding that there may be health consequences. Who is conducting health based studies to see what these frequencies do to
our cellular processes and biochemistry? Such high frequencies will be mostly absorbed by the skin, the largest organ and its myriad
of blood vessels. Physicists and engineers don't have the answers and are not the right people to be asking how RF frequencies
interact with our cells. Thermal effects are not the only effects that have the potential to cause harm, biological effects are noted at
significant lower (athermal) levels that are permitted by RF exposure Guidelines. When one looks at available research on other man
made RF frequencies the following common effects are noted. Oxidative stress, cell membrane effects, protein conformation effects,
DNA damage (micronuclei induction and SS/DS breaks), voltage gated channel effects, calcium flux changes (this will lead to
histamine release - Ca is a signal used by mast cells to trigger this process), cell morphological changes and dysfunction. Tumour
promotion is another area where science is suggesting RF has a role to play (Tillman et al., Lerchl et al.). So what can we expect to
see when this technology is released? I predict increased incidence of skin cancer (melanoma), eye cancer, increased allergies and
dermatological problems (rashes and dermatitis), increased immune system problems (autoimmune diseases), blood disorders and
blood cancers (Leukemia and Lymphoma), peripheral nervous system damage leading to dysesthesia and paresthesia, ocular
damage (vision impairment and cataracts), fertility effects..... Sounds great.... can't wait to get my 5G Phone!"
13 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
georgeou > Steve • a year ago

Everything under visible light is safe and we've been exposed to far greater RF energy for almost a century from analog radio
and TV broadcasts. https://twitter.com/GeorgeO...
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
InklingBooks • a year ago

The others are onto something. The IEEE Spectrum does seem to be more gush than sense when it comes to new technologies
from computer-guided cars to using parts of the radio spectrum so high, they're likely to be blocked by a single layer of sheetrock.
What's the point of being "able to download a high-definition film in under a second." It takes two hours to watch it and if you're going
to store to watch later, why not do so with a wired broadband connection? Also, what's the point of watching HDTV on a little
smartphone screen.
Gush, gush, gush. The IEEE Spectrum is in serious need of adult supervision.
7 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Armchair Hydrogeologist > InklingBooks • a year ago

The hedonic value of increase increase speeds is declining. Beyond HDVT (perhaps 10Mbps) we are reaching diminishing
returns unless there's some new VR/AR tech that will need more.
2 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Ron Sanderson • 5 months ago

WE HAVE GONE FROM LIVING LIKE HUMANS TO LIVING LIKE ANIMALS INSIDE A ELECTRONIC FREE WILL REMOVABLE
MATRIX.....THANKS GERMANY
4 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Pica Delphon • 3 months ago

Your safe if the Cell ANT are 90-120 feet away for your Head..(60-90 Watts Output Power)
3 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Nathan Dunning • 3 months ago

Yeshua Ha'Mashiach / Jesus the Messiah is the Way the Truth and the Life, choose eternal life in Peace with the coming king of
Kings. We are so close now to the End of this age. The Creator has put a limit on time and we've almost reached it.
3 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›

Bob Frankston • a year ago
🏆 Featured by IEEE Spectrum
The idea of solving application problems inside a "5G network" runs counter to the concept of the Internet as I explain in
http://rmf.vc/5GvsInternet. So what if a single hop radio has high performance -- we can't make any promises beyond that point
unless we have a provider that owns the entire path. That's in conflict with the idea of best efforts connectivity and solving
problems at the end points.
6 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›

Richard Bennett > Bob Frankston • a year ago

Your concept of the Internet is quite eccentric. For most of us, it's a communication network that supports a variety of
applications, communication technologies, and devices in the interest of all the world's people. If some applications require
guarantees, there must be a network capable of supplying them. If other applications are fine with shoddy Quality of
Service (because it's cheap, for example), it should also be available to them.
You're much too narrowly ideological in your view of networking. Internet is a tool, not a religion,
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Randy Dutton • a year ago

I'm disappointed with the article that claims it's 'Everything you need to know...". There's no discussion about range, and the article is
urban-centric with no regard to rural areas, such as mine, that has NO cell service since analog was phased out.
4 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Jay • 3 months ago

RR: My my Grandma, what tiny antennas you have!!!
GM: All the better to monitor you with my dear!!!
RR: And my oh my Grandma, what powerful transmitters you have!!!
GM: All the better to cook your brain with my dear.
And the wolf and the 3 bears lived happily ever after.
2 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Chris • 3 months ago

The rf signals are already unhealthy so the obvious risks are frightening and they say nothing. These devils admittedly don't even let
their own children use devices and feed it to the brainwashed masses with accepting open arms. As a tool it is a good thing, But it
has become an idol and a destructive addiction. The end result is just like any other addiction. Just like a pill can be a good thing, but
will kill.
2 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Sujit Maharjan • a year ago

A follow up article about the possible health impacts. The expected bandwidth that is to be carried by 5G network and will it destroy
the world completely.
3 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Biff Henerson • a year ago

Well done!
3 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Hoof Hearted > Biff Henerson • a year ago

You mean we'll be cooked, well done?
6 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
rwinkel • 3 months ago

Pulsed electric fields typical of microwave digital transmitters disrupt voltage gated calcium channels in human cell walls, leading to
loss of cellular electrolyte integrity.
https://www.youtube.com/wat...
https://www.youtube.com/wat...
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Jim Payette > rwinkel • 18 days ago

The cellphone tech and related companies do not want research done on possible health effects of rf electromagnetic
radiation. Instead of finding out which frequencies and associated power cause problems they are denying any ill effects. As
an overuser of computers I am so glad that the new flat screen technology did away with the old CRT screens - I can
remember when reports came from Canada found that pregnant users were having increasing amounts of miscarriages - one
study of 1583 pregnant women that those who viewed more than 20 hours a week had an 80 % increase in miscarriages then this problem disappeared as LCD screens took over. The cell phones companies actually did finance a study on the
possible health effects. They hired a competent, honest lead researcher who they fired when they didn't like the results he
was coming back with. The next head researcher was much more amenable He got the results they desired. This is the main
study cited for health effect deniers. Any research looking for problems can be easily designed so that none are found
especially when the studies are funded by the companies. .
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Rumplestiltskin • 3 months ago

We in America are constantly swimming through a soup of Electromagnetic waves, which has been warned about for quite some
time now. But here they are making it even more dense and quite frankly more dangerous to the human animal. AND EVERYONE
THINKS IT IS THE NEWEST AND BEST THING SINCE SLICED BREAD. YOU MORONS NEED TO WAKE THE HECK UP !
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Tom Tom • 3 months ago

Wireless death.
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Abby • 3 months ago

They are already rolling out 5g in Arizona
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
AnumakondaJagadeesh • 5 months ago

Excellent.
List of mobile phone generations
1G
1G (or 1-G) refers to the first generation of wireless telephone technology (mobile telecommunications). These are the analog
telecommunications standards that were introduced in the 1980s and continued until being replaced by 2G digital
telecommunications. The main difference between the two mobile telephone systems (1G and 2G), is that the radio signals used by
1G network are analog, while 2G networks are digital.
2G
2G (or 2-G) provides three primary benefits over their predecessors: phone conversations are digitally encrypted; 2G systems are
significantly more efficient on the spectrum allowing for far greater mobile phone penetration levels; and 2G introduced data services
for mobile, starting with SMS (Short Message Service) plain text-based messages. 2G technologies enable the various mobile
phone networks to provide the services such as text messages, picture messages and MMS (Multimedia Message Service). It has 3
main services: Bearer services is one of them which is also known as data services.
Second generation 2G cellular telecom networks were commercially launched on the GSM standard in Finland by Radiolinja (now
see more
1△

▽ • Reply • Share ›

TheMiracleMatter • 8 months ago

May I remind every armchair "experts" on EM radiation in this comment section of the SKIN EFFECT ! The higher the frequency, the
LESS the EM radiation penetrates. If there is such a giant health hasard with 5G, there would have been a much bigger one with
previous generations.
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Munzer Sada • a year ago

Thanks
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Carlos Afonso • a year ago

Sorry, but there is a gross mistake in the text: milimeter waves have shorter wavelengths (and thus higher frequencies), not "shorter
frequencies".
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
SamuelKMoore IEEE Spectrum > Carlos Afonso • a year ago

You're correct. It's now fixed. Sorry for the error.
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Bob Frankston • a year ago

I posted http://rmf.vc/5GvsInternet. Emphasizing one feature like speed for one hop shows a lack of understanding end-to-end
connectivity. The Internet isn't about any particular technology but a new whole that transcend the parts. I won't even respond to the
presumption that we need tunnels as if speech were contained within fixed paths.
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
BRELG • 3 months ago

So, a year later, and still very little desire to rain on the technology parade by conducting and/or disseminating health studies. Are
our mitochondria subject to excitation because their size begins to approach a significant fraction of a wavelength ? Even though
penetration is far less, do we not get effects in near-surface skin cells or capillary cells ? Do possible superluminal relativistic effects
on cell internals of small-angle superposition of waves bear consideration ? There are many other potential areas to investigate. We
had better develop some self-restraint in just rushing headlong into any new technology that becomes possible to develop - whether
physical, chemical, or biologic. Where is the place of wisdom and tempering ?
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Ron Sanderson • 5 months ago

BRAIN CANCER AND MASS CONTROL MATRIX
ADDED WITH PSYCHOACTIVE PRESCRIBED DRUGS
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Norman Provencal • 8 months ago

What stock tickers are in this development?
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Curtis Jones • 8 months ago

Excellent written article, great amount of knowledge. Just misses the few points like the range. It could have been much better if the
author would have compared 5G with its 4G or 3G so person with even little knowledge would be easily able see the advantages
and drop-backs effortlessly. By the way thanks for sharing this useful piece of information.
Best Regards - https://www.centurylinkbundledeals.com
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
AnumakondaJagadeesh • a year ago

Fast Fast Fast ... Where it leads to.
In India the first Car in Public Sector was Ambassador Car MarkI,MarkII,MarkIII and Mark IV and Ultimately disappeared.
Dr.A.Jagadeesh Nellore(AP)
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Poa.J Gui • a year ago

interesting
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
US Patriot • a year ago

there seems to be a lot of attention to speed of the last leg (i.e. micro-station to phone). never mind the upstream infrastructure
needed to provide commensurate QoS.
rather than fixating on 5G, i would much rather see mobile ISP make their networks truly competitive to broadband wired-ISP, at
large-scale usage and under the heaviest loads and peak demand.
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Paul van Dijk • a year ago

very well done !
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Azm Imran • a year ago

handsome information
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Larry Helwig • a year ago

Thanks! Very informative!
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
David Nuguna • a year ago

Love the simplicity of this article and video on a very complex topic. Kudos team!
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Zhi Yao • a year ago

Great video
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Donald Ene • a year ago

Good piece. I'm just thinking, instead of taking more time to design new equipment to deliver data to last mile at tremendous speed
in a jiffy, why not just test and build on Dr Haas Lifi technology. It looks to me like that technology can work with 5G, more so on IoT.
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Ajaya Shrestha • a year ago

Interesting.
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
George Darroch • a year ago

That was a great explainer - it's much clearer how this cluster of technologies works to create 5G.
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mucho Takeitez • a year ago

Check this simple experiment out !!!!
9th grade student “Cress + WiFi” experiment attracts international attention
http://stopsmartmeters.org....
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
vijay kumar • a year ago

The highest speed for 3g was 1mbps. For 4g it is 1 gbps now. This difference is a thousand. But now the highest speed , people are
saying 5g could bring us is 20 gbps here, and 100gbps on another article. Which this means is the difference in speed from 4g to 5g
is only 20-100 times fast, as compared to the difference of speed being 1000 times fast from 3g to 4 g.
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
HBT > vijay kumar • a year ago

There is no exponential or ^10 rule to follow for 5g or any new technology. 20gbps should be plenty to sell as the next gen
platform to both users and providers. To answer your question, I guess one of the limiting circuits preventing leap jumps in
achieving very high data speed is perhaps designing high speed high power but energy efficient milli meter wave amplifiers.
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
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